A simple method for calculating the dissociation constant of a receptor (or enzyme).unlabeled ligand complex from radioligand displacement measurements.
A general procedure is described for determining the dissociation constant of a receptor (or enzyme).unlabeled ligand complex (EI) by analyzing the I-dependent displacement of bound radioligand (A*) from EA*. The procedure (which involves measuring free A* in the presence of I) requires a knowledge of the total concentrations of receptor ([E]t), unlabeled ligand ([I]t) and radioligand ([A*]t), and the dissociation constant of the EA* complex. The unknown Kd is obtained from five simple, sequential calculations which are valid for either high or low affinity competitive unlabeled ligands and are independent of total receptor concentration or initial degree of saturation with A*. The procedure also provides the information needed to construct a distribution curve of all enzyme and ligand species (E, EA*, EI, A*, I) as [I]t is varied.